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The Best and Sustainable COVID-19
Policy in the World

Yoshiyasu Takefuji

Abstract— This article will scientifically evaluate individual
COVID-19 policies of countries around the world, U.S. states, and
Japanese prefectures, respectively. The efficacy of the vaccines has
been reported in many of the world’s top medical journals, but
even after more than a year of vaccination, the claims have yet
to be met. Human emotions, behaviors, and individual policies
can significantly influence the outcome against the pandemic.
The evaluation in this article is based on a single determinant
of the policy outcome. Scoring policies is based on dividing the
number of deaths due to COVID-19 by the population in millions.
The lower the score, the better the policy. Unfortunately, scores
monotonically increase, so that policymakers can only suppress
them but cannot improve or decrease them. Therefore, mistakes
by policymakers cannot be corrected in the future and they are
fatal forever. The result using three tools will reveal the best
COVID-19 policy in the world. The revealed policy should have
been or be adopted in individual countries for mitigating and
ending the COVID-19 pandemic. This article also suggests what
is needed in our society for reducing the unnecessary deaths due
to COVID-19.

Index Terms— COVID-19 policy evaluation, efficacy of
vaccines, nonpharmacological approach, number of deaths,
policymakers.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS article will evaluate individual COVID-19 policies of
countries in the world, U.S. states, and Japan prefectures,

respectively. The efficacy of vaccines has been reported in
many of the world’s top journals, such as NEJM, Lancet,
Nature, and Science [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], but as of today, more than a year after the
vaccination, their claims have not been fulfilled yet. Human
emotions, behaviors, and individual policies can greatly influ-
ence the outcome to a pandemic.

To evaluate individual COVID-19 policies in the world
requires determining a single indicator for scoring the policy.
Ludvigsson et al. [13] reported their policy in Sweden about
herd immunity in NEJM. The single indicator for evaluating
their policy in Sweden was proposed and accepted where it
is based on dividing the number of deaths due to COVID-19
by the population in millions [14]. Based on the results of
the single indicator, the policy has failed because of the
high number of deaths among the elderly in Sweden [14].
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The single metric was validated by three refereed journals [14],
[15], [16].

Based on the proposed calculation, scores monotonically
increase, so that policymakers can only suppress them. In other
words, policymakers cannot improve or decrease their scores,
so that mistakes by policymakers cannot be corrected in the
future and their mistakes are fatal forever. The lower the score,
the better the policy.

Based on the single indicator, a new tool was developed for
scoring individual COVID-19 policies in the world. The tool
is called scorecovid and Python Package Index (PyPI) appli-
cation [15], [16]. The advantage of PyPI allows scorecovid
to run on Windows, MacOS, and Linux operating systems,
without being aware of operating systems as long as Python
is installed on the system for maximum software dissemination
to the world. According to PePy: https://pepy.tech/project/,
scorecovid has been downloaded by 15 109 users worldwide.

The goal of scorecovid is for poorly scored countries to
learn good strategies from countries with excellent scores for
mitigating the COVID-19 pandemic.

Scorecovid revealed that the robust test-isolation pol-
icy adopted by China, Taiwan, and New Zealand is
very effective against the COVID-19 pandemic without
vaccination [15], [16].

However, scorecovid can only show four determinants, such
as the country name, the number of deaths, the population
in millions, and score. In order to observe vaccination rates
with scores, a scoring tool, PyPI scorev, was newly developed
with the country name, the number of deaths, the population,
score, rate at least one dose, fully vaccinated rate, and rate of
booster given [17]. Scorev has been downloaded by 2579 users
worldwide.

To run scorev, install it by the following pip command.
Note that ($) sign indicates a prompt in the terminal from the
system. Python can be easily installed by using miniconda on
Windows, MacOS, and Linux operating systems, respectively.

$ pip install scorev
To run scorev, run the command shown in Table I. China,

Taiwan, and United Arab Emirates (UAE) were added to
oecd.csv file. Oecd.csv file contains a list of countries to be
scored.

The result of scorev as of July 5, 2022, shows that vac-
cination rates do not significantly affect scores because UAE
has the highest fully vaccination rates on among all countries
and the UAE score is in the first place. This is because
China, Taiwan, and New Zealand have adopted the robust
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TABLE I

$ scorev

TABLE II

$ scorecovid

test-isolation policy from the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic [14], [15], [16]. The test-isolation policy is to test
and identify the infected individuals at an early stage and to
isolate them from uninfected individuals during the quarantine
period. The term “robust” means that the test-isolation policy
is regulated by law.

Usscore has been downloaded by 7170 users worldwide.
In this article, two new tools were developed for further

investigation of scoring in U.S. and Japan, respectively.
In order to compare the latest scores by country, use

scorecovid [15]. This is because many countries did not
update vaccination rates any more and the scorev dataset
is not updated. Table II shows the result of scores as of
October 28, 2022.

II. USSCORE FOR SCORING POLICIES IN U.S

Usscore was newly developed for scoring state COVID-19
policies in U.S. [18]. Usscore is to calculate scores based
on dividing the number of deaths due to COVID-19 by the
population in millions. To install usscore, run the following
command:

$ pip install usscore
Then, run usscore by command as shown in Table III.
The result as of October 28, 2022, shows that Vermont

has the best score of 1150, while Arizona has the worst
score of 4411. The score of Vermont is nearly 4× better than
that of Arizona. We must carefully examine what makes the
significant difference between Vermont and Arizona.
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TABLE III

$ usscore

TABLE III

(Continued.) $ usscore

Although Vermont has the best score in U.S., the UAE is
nearly 5× better than Vermont in scores. This is because U.S.
has never adopted the mandatory test-isolation policy from the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Scores of all states are generally poor because U.S. gov-
ernment and the states did not adopt the robust test-isolation
policy adopted in China, Taiwan, New Zealand, and UAE.
It took a year for vaccination in U.S. Prior to vaccination,
U.S. should have had an effective policy against the COVID-
19 pandemic without vaccination.

III. JPSCORE FOR SCORING POLICIES IN JAPAN

Jpscore was newly developed to investigate which prefec-
tures in Japan are handling well against COVID-19 [19].
Jpscore is a PyPI application for scoring prefecture COVID-19
policies in Japan. To install jpscore, run the following
command.

$ pip install jpscore
To run jpscore, type the command shown in Table IV.
The result as of October 28, 2022, shows that Niigata has

the best score of 80.5, while Osaka has the worst score of
748.7 in Japan. Niigata’s score is 9× better than that of Osaka.
It should be noted that Niigata’s score is 3× better than that
of the UAE.

The significant harsh climate difference, such as snowfall,
may nurture herding behavior for mitigating human mobility.
The difference regarding the total number of snowfall days
and total amount of snowfall from 2008 to 2017 is 501 days
and 1470 cm for Niigata and 16 days and 17 cm for Osaka.
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TABLE IV

$ jpscore

TABLE IV

(Continued.) $ jpscore

A wide range of social factors, including socioeconomic
status, racial and ethnic minority status, family and house-
hold composition, and environmental factors, can affect
individual scores significantly associated with COVID-19
deaths [20].

Hungary has the worst score in the world in this article.
Karim and Karim [21] and Kozlov [22] explained many
reasons. However, this was due to Hungary’s military dicta-
torship [23], which led the government to appoint more than
100 hospital directors with no medical experience, and the
management lost the trust of the medical team.

The recent COVID-19 deaths in China, Taiwan, and
New Zealand were due to lifting border controls and short-
ening the quarantine period [24]. The shorter the quarantine
period, the more the COVID-19 spreads.

Jpscore has been downloaded by 6444 users worldwide.

IV. CONCLUSION

Watson clearly stated that vaccination with boosting is not
sustainable [25], while the revealed best COVID-19 policy
with the mandatory test-isolation strategy adopted in China,
Taiwan, New Zealand, and UAE is sustainable.

Scoring policies are based on dividing the number of deaths
due to COVID-19 by the population in millions. The goal of
scoring policies is for poorly scored countries to learn good
strategies from countries with excellent scores. The lower the
score, the better the policy. Scores monotonically increase,
so that policymakers can only suppress them. In other words,
policymakers cannot improve them in the future and mistakes
by policymakers are fatal forever.

scorev revealed that China Taiwan has the best score of
36.13 in July 5, 2022, while Hungary has the worst score of
4797.61. China Taiwan has adopted the robust test-isolation
policy from the beginning of COVID-19, which is sustainable.

usscore revealed that Vermont has the best score of 1150 and
Arizona has the worst score of 4411.
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jpscore revealed that Niigata has the best score of 80.5 and
Osaka has the worst score of 748.7. Niigata has the best score
in the world.

The result of four tools, such as scorev, scorecovid, usscore,
and jpscore, deduced that mortality outcomes are not only
induced by government or municipal policies but also by
actions of individuals and communities. We do not know the
ratio of policy and human action. Poorly scored countries
should adopt the best policy for mitigating and ending the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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